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1.Why did we choose the housing problem as the main subject of discussion 

for this year’s PeP meeting?  

A) Because of the statutory and bureaucratic difficulties that the poor have to face 

when it comes to getting an apartment.  

Example number 1. 
Mr. Darius (age 46) 
„I’ve been applying for social housing for 10 years now. The application form has too many 
unnecessary questions, such as my parents’ names, residence history, a too frequent update 
of, for example, proof of income. Another issue is the time you have to wait for the 
apartment - from 3 to 15 years.”  
 
Example number 2. 
Mr. Krzysztof (age 35) is a physically disabled person. 
„Just when I thought I applied all the necessary documents, every once in a while I would get 
letters informing me that I need to fill up and sign more documents. As a disabled person, it 
was really tedious for me, having to spend so much money on taxis. I felt tired, discouraged 
and embarrassed. It’s absurd that a disabled person had to be constantly dragged around 
offices.” 
 

B) Because we are guaranteed an institutional right to housing and it is not respected. 

Example number 1. 
Mr. Jacek (age 46) 
„When I mentioned the constitutional right at the City Hall, I was treated disrespectfully, as if 
I was referring to a non-existent law, but I’m given this right by the Constitution and its 
regulations. Why aren’t those obeyed?” 
 
Example number 2. 
Mrs. Natalia (age 32) 
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„Unfortunately, there’s this so-called “ladder system” in our country. That is, if you’re 
homeless, you have to go through specific stages in order to get an apartment. What it 
means is that you go over to the next stage only when you earn it, when you fulfill the 
expectations of the shelter’s staff member. So first the flophouse - shelter - temporary 
accommodation - and eventually, if you get enough points from the Housing Department - 
social/council housing… but the housing is a right. We should start, not finish there.  
 

C) Because access to social or council housing is made difficult by numerous 

requirements.  

A person who applies for social housing and earns PLN 1420.00 (which is already a minimum) 
loses the right for the housing if they exceed the income threshold by a few dozen PLN. They 
will still have the right for the council housing, but unfortunately, because of their low 
income, they won’t be able to afford the apartment and support themselves.  
 
Example number 1. 
Mr. Darius (age 45) 
„I found a better-paying job a few months after applying for social housing, which 
unfortunately made me exceed the income threshold by PLN 12 and lose the right to the 
housing. I think it’s really unfair because I’ve been “punished” for trying to improve my 
situation.”  
 

D) Having an apartment gives a sense of security, a chance for personal growth, 

career, passions. 

Example number 1. 
Mrs. Lidia (age 57) 
„I’ve been trying to keep my job without having an apartment. Anything other than work, 
such as little pleasures - like going to the movies - was out of the question. After 4 years of 
sleeping on park benches and staircases in a sleeping bag, I had to quit my job, and to have a 
chance for social housing, I’ve moved in to a shelter for homeless women.” 
 
Example number 2. 
Mr. Bogdan (age 64) 
„I used to have a beautiful house and a family. But I’ve become depressed and addicted to 
alcohol after losing my close ones. I’ve ended up on a street pretty quickly. The street 
degrades you - no roof over your head, no access to water lead to a point when you can’t 
find a job, fulfill your passions - you’re only focused on where you can spend the night safely, 
which flat corridor they won’t kick you out of. A house is a refuge, a place where one feels 
safe and can work on his passions, interests. The street is a jungle!” 
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E) Because the developers market does not offer apartments that are affordable for 

those with low and average salaries, and the amount of social and council flats is 

getting smaller. 

Example number 1 
Mr. Marek (age 68). 
„I was part of the so-called middle class. The house I’ve bought for my family’s needs wasn’t 
too big. But the mortgage was really high. I’ve lost a well-paying job, so I couldn’t pay off the 
mortgage. I’ve been trying to get out of that situation in various ways, I’ve had additional 
jobs, but the debts were piling up - I’ve paid off one loan and I had to get another one, just 
so I could survive and pay off the mortgage. I didn’t have enough for the everyday expenses 
which affected my family life. In consequence, I ended up on a street - with debts, without 
dignity, and without support. Now I’m waiting for a social flat, but according to the Housing 
Department, there are no flats available. If I had a chance to buy an affordable place back 
then, I wouldn’t be here today.” 
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2. As of right now - in Poland - there are policies addressing the housing 
problem of the poor.  
 
A)Social housing is dedicated to the people with the lowest salary or with no salary at all. 
Usually, they are lonely people or families who lost their houses because of debts. Meaning: 
they have been evicted by the power of the court. They are often people who have been 
living in shelters for the homeless, condemned buildings, or those who have been living at 
their friends’ houses or have been sleeping at vacant lots.  In case of rent debts, they can 
work off the debts, by, for example, cleaning the staircases, taking care of the plants. 
Unfortunately, the amount of people waiting for the housing is really big (in some cities - a 
few thousand people), and the waiting time can be up to over a dozen years. How high up on 
the list a person is, is determined by the amount of points received (for example, a single 
mother receives more points, same goes for someone who is disabled). 

 
B)Council housing is an apartment that is part of the municipality’s housing stocks. The 
municipality always remains the owner of the council flat, while the people living in it are 
only tenants. Those flats are dedicated to the people who do not have a legal title to any 
other apartment. The regulations often specify a state described as “no living center”. It 
essentially means that a person does not have  their own apartment. That type of tenancy is 
targeted at people whose salary is high enough to be able to pay for the rent, and low 
enough to be unable to look for an apartment on the free market.  
 
C)Temporary accommodation is usually organized by non-governmental organizations in 
cooperation with local government authorities. The tenants are typically people struggling 
with homelessness. This type of apartment is not to be lived in forever - one can live there 
for two years. Staying at the temporary accommodation is meant to prepare people to get 
out of homelessness and includes participation in the independence program under the 
guidance of a trainer and a guardian who is meant to motivate people to take up activities in 
the social life. It also includes the obligatory participation in the career workshops. The 
tenants partly pay the cost necessary to afford the apartment.  
 
D)Sheltered accommodation is a form of social help meant to prepare - under the guidance 
of specialists - the people staying there to lead an independent life or to support those 
people in the day-to-day functioning. The sheltered accommodation can be maintained by 
any social help organizational unit or a public benefit organization, and depending on the 
goal of providing the support, it is maintained as either training sheltered accommodation or 
a supported sheltered accommodation. The training sheltered accommodation provides 
living conditions and learning, developing or strengthening the independence, the efficiency 
in the self-service, performing the social roles in integration with the local community, in 
order to be able to lead an independent life. The supported sheltered accommodation is 
dedicated to: 
1) a disabled person, especially a physically disabled person or a person with mental 
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disorders, 
2) an elderly person or a chronically ill person. 
The supported sheltered accommodation provides the living conditions and the help in the 
activities that are necessary in the everyday life and social contacts, in order to maintain or 
develop the person’s independence, appropriately to their psychophysical capabilities.  
 
E) Housing-first is a program addressed to people characterized by chronic homelessness, 
who have experienced mental crisis and, at the same time, are addicted in various ways. It 
provides an individual with an independent apartment as a requirement to begin therapy, a 
specific foundation that the further specialistic activities of an individualized nature are 
based on. In the program, in the first place, the person is located in an apartment that fulfills 
their expectations regarding, for example, the location, the furniture, and based on the 
sense of security created in this way (I belong somewhere!), the recovery process begins. 
The entire procedure is turned upside down in comparison to the traditional methods of 
combating homelessness, where the independent apartment is the last stage people reach 
after a long process, where they fulfill the indirect goals connected to achieving the so-called 
housing readiness (the stairs method or the ladder method). At the base of the program lies 
its creators’ belief that the independent apartment is one of the fundamental human rights 
that provides people with a sense of security, protection from the weather conditions, 
privacy and satisfaction from being able to fulfill the social relations.  
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3. Our recommendations  
 

1. A council, social and empty flats registry should be kept with all due diligence. In every 

municipality, there should be a database connected to the central registry, so that people 

who are interested could gain knowledge regarding locations all around Poland because 

no one (especially people who are homeless) can be forced to move in to a given place. 

People should have the freedom to choose where they want to live.  

2. Implementing a specific amount of money to the health insurance that could - in case of 

sickness or other difficult life situation - be spent on the rent, that a person could not pay, 

due to the reasons stated above.  

3. In case of having a debt while staying at a council flat - allowing the person to move 

directly to a cheaper council flat. The possibility to choose the apartment depending on 

the tenant’s capabilities (financial, health, etc.) 

4. Unification of the legal status regarding the apartments/rent accommodations.  

5. Adapting the public benefit buildings that no longer serve their purposes - for example, 

closed schools, shops, factories - to be used as potential places of accommodation.  

6. Promoting the policy: An apartment for every citizen - general implementation of the 

“housingfirst” method.  

7. Making it obligatory that the municipality has to inform the housing community, the 

housing cooperatives, etc. about the tenant’s legal capabilities. Clerks, police, etc. would  

also be obligated to finish training regarding legal aspects of eviction and tenants 

protection. 

8. Donating 10% of the new apartments (for example, located in the less attractive parts of 

the building) by the developers for the municipality’s housing stock - apartments for those 

most in need.  

9. Developing debt prevention - early reactions of the Social Welfare Centres (after receiving 

the tenant’s consent to share that data by the property manager) even in cases of small 

debts, to prevent the insolvency of the tenant.  

10. Thorough studies regarding the needs of the local tenants. 
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11. Implementing changes in the Constitution of the Republic of Poland, so that not only the 

citizen has the right to housing, but the country has a responsibility to provide each citizen 

with decent living conditions.  

12. Implementing the possibility to buy the apartment, if the rent and media have been 

regularly paid for, for 5 years.  

 


